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Section 12: On functions f(z) with the property that the asymptotic 
behavior of f(z+1X)/f(z) is known. 
Let IX denote a constant =1- 0. Let 8 denote an unbounded point set 
lying in a sector -n+e<arg z<n-e, where e>O. The problem is to 
determine in 8 the asymptotic behavior of functions f(z) such that f(z) 
and f(z+IX) are defined at each point z of 8 and that the asymptotic 
behavior of f(z+1X)/f(z) in 8 is known. More precisely we assume that 
f(z+1X)/f(z) satisfies an asymptotic functional relation of the form 
(126) f(z+1X)/f(z) ""!'A, 'll'l_,..(z+u, n+t)f!' B, 'lfJI_,..(z+u', n+t') 
" " 
where f-l = 0 or 1 and where the numbers u, t, u', t', A,, B, are constants 
with Ao =1- 0 and Bo =1- 0. 
The method developed in this section works only if t'- t is equal to 
zero or equal to± IX. As an application of the addition theorem we have 
found that for each asymptotic factorial expansion it is possible to con-
struct an asymptotic factorial expansion which has the same index, the 
same exponent and with arbitrary parameter v and which has the same 
asymptotic sum. Consequently we can replace the right hand side of 
(126) by 
" " 
where v and v' denote arbitrary parameters and where the coefficients 
A! and B! can be calculated by means of the addition theorem. In (126) 
we may therefore replace u and u' by arbitrary parameters v and v' 
provided of course that we replace the coefficients An and B, by the new 
coefficients A! and B!. This means that in the case t'- t = 0 we may 
assume that u' =U+IX; in the case t' -t= (-)"'IX we may assume that 
u' = u + 21X and finally in the case t'- t = (- )1-"'IX we may assume that 
u' = u. In this way we obtain the three following theorems. 
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Theorem 16: If Ao#O, Bo#O and 
(128) U 1 =u+tX; t1 =t, 
then the asymptotic functional relation (126) possesses a solution f(z) such 
that in .8 
(129) (!:)"""f(z) ,....._ ~~am'PI'(z+u,m+s) with ao#O. 
Here s is defined by 
(130) 
and the coefficients am satisfy for each constant q and for each integer r;;;. 0 
the linear relation l ~ ( _ )11-I'Hr-m-n) ((-::~q;~:t) BoAn-(131) m+no;;;r -((-)~'(q+(X)-n-t) A B } F(r+s+t) a = 0 
r-m-n ° n F(m+n+s+t) m 
and also 
Conversely, if the given asymptotic functional relation (126) possesses 
in .8 a solution f(z) with (129), then (130) holds and the coefficients am satisfy 
the relations (131) and (132) for r=2, 3, .... Here a0 can be chosen arbitrarily 
but after the choice of ao the coefficients a~, a2, . . . are uniquely defined by 
the relation (131) and also by the relation (132). 
Proof: The function g(z) which is equal to the left handside of (129) 
satisfies the homogeneous asymptotic relation 
Bog(z) ~~ An1Jl1 -l'(z+u, n+t)-Aog(z+tX) ~~ Bn1jJ1_1'(z+tX+u, n+t) ,....._ 0. 
n n 
This relation has the form prescribed in (116) with 
1Xo=0; 1X1=1X; !pz(z)=O (l=2, 3, ... ); 
!po(Z) ,....._ ~~ bon1p1_1'(z+u, n+t); !p1(z) ,....._ ~~ bln1p1 _1'(z+u, n+t), 
n n 
where 
bon=BoAn; b1n= -AoBn; bzn=O (l;;;-2). 
Applying theorem 9, first with v = f-l, then with v = 1 - f-l and putting 
u-v=q, where v is arbitrary, we obtain the formulas (131) and (132). 
Each of these two formulas assumes for r = 1 the form 
{tX(s+t)AoBo+ BoA1-AoB1}ao= 0 
which gives (130) in virtue of ao# 0. 
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Finally we must show that ao can be chosen arbitrarily and that, after 
the choice of ao, the coefficients a~, a2, . . . are uniquely defined by the 
linear relations (131) with r= 2, 3, ... and also uniquely defined by the 
linear relations (132) with r=2, 3, .... This follows immediately from 
theorem 15, since 
boo+ b10 = AoBo- BoAo = 0; booiXo + b101X1 = - AoBoiX =F 0. 
This completes the proof. 
For the proof of the next two theorems we need the following identity: 
If ft= 0 or 1, then 
( F(z+ o.:))2p-1 (133) yr1_"'(z +IX, t + (-)"'IX) = F(z) yr1_"'(z, t). 
The proof runs as follows. If ft = 0, then 
VJ1 -p(z +IX, t+ (-)"'IX) = 'VJI(z+ IX, t +IX) = 
= F(z-t) = (F(z+o.:))-1 F(z-t) = (F(z+o.:))-1 ( t) 
F(z+ o.:) F(z) F(z) F(z) 'Y-'1 z, · 
If ft= 1, then 
VJ1-p(Z+IX, t+(- )"'IX)= VJo(Z+IX, t-IX) = 
_ F(z+o.:) _ F(z+o.:) F(z) _ F(z+o.:) ( t) 
- F(z+t) - F(z) F(z+t)- F(z) 'Y-'0 z, · 
This gives the required result (133). 
Theorem 17: If Ao=FO, Bo=FO and 
(134) u'=u+21X; t'-t=(-)"'IX, 
then the asymptotic functioruil relation (126) possesses a solution f(z) such 
that in .3 
(135) (!:)"'"' (F(z+u))2"'-1 f(z) ""~'am yr"'(z+u+IX, m+s) with ao =F 0. 
Here s is defined by 
(136) 
The coefficients am satisfy for each constant q and for each integer r;;;. 2 the 
linear relations (131) and (132) with t replaced by t'. The same final remarks 
hold as in theorem 16. 
Proof: The function F(z) occurring on the left hand side of (13.5) 
satisfies the functional relation 
F(z+o.:) (F(z+o.:+u))2p-1 ""' ""' , , F(z) ""Bo F(z+u) f A .. yr1 _"'(z+u,n+t)/Ao-; B .. yr1_"'(z+u,n+t), 
so that according to identity (133), apJ?lied with z replaced by z+u and 
with t replaced by n + t 
F~t)o.:) ""Bo I' A .. yr1_"'(z+u+IX, n+t+ (- )"'1X)/Ao I' B .. yr1_"'(z+u', n+t'). 
z .. .. 
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Using (134) we see that this functional relation has the same form as 
(126), with u replaced by u+tX, with t replaced by t', with An replaced 
by BoAn and finally with Bn replaced by AoBn. Applying these replace-
ments in theorem 16 we obtain the required theorem 17. 
Theorem 18: If Aoi'O, Boi'O and 
(137) u'=u; t'-t=(-)1 -~'tX, 
then the asymptotic functional relation (126) possesses a solution f(z) such 
that in 3 
(138) (!:)"""(F(z+u)) 1 - 2"f(z),_,~'am'!fJp(z+u,m+s) with aoi'O 
where s is defined by (130) and where the coefficients am satisfy the relations 
(131) and (132) for each integer r;;;.2. The same final remarks hold as in 
theorem 16. 
Proof: The function F(z) occurring on the left hand side of (138) 
satisfies the functional relation 
F(z+a:) ~'A JA (F(z+a:+u))2p-1 ~' , F(z) "-'Bo-; n'!fJ1-p(z+u,n+t) o F(z+u) ~ Bn'!fJl-p(z+u,n+t), 
so that, using identity (133) with z replaced by z+u and with t replaced 
by n+t' and using (137), we obtain 
F~;)a:) ""'Bo 1' An '!jJ1 _"(z+u, n+t)JAo 1' Bn '!fJ1-p(z+u+tX, n+t). 
n n 
This functional relation has the same form as (126) with An and Bn 
replaced by BoAn and AoBn so that theorem 16 yields the required result. 
Section 13: On 
IT n e<•H>tn log (1 +_I_). 
n~l n+z 
As an example of the preceding theorems I determine in the sector 
-n+s<arg z<n-s, where s> 0, for large Jzj the asymptotic behavior 
of the function 
(139) F(z) =IT n e<•H>In log (1 + - 1-). n~l n+z 
First we shall prove that this product converges and that 
(140) log F(z)=O(z+i)+log F(1+z)+ilog (1+z)+OC! 1), 
where 0 denotes the constant of Euler. We have 
lo 1 -- --- 1---+0 --( 1 ) 1 ( 1 ( 1 )) g + n+z - n+z 2(n+z) (n+z)2 ' 
hence 
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Consequently 
(141) n n z llogn+! (z+-2I)+loglog(1+-+I )= 
= -log(1+~)+~(z+~)-2(n~z) +°Cn~zl 2)· 
If z is fixed then this expression is for large n 
Consequently the left hand side of (141) is for n= I, 2, ... the general 
term of a convergent series, so that the product occurring in (139) 
converges. 
Let us now prove the order relation (140) for large izl. For each positive 
integer N formula (141) summed for n= 1, 2, ... , N yields 
nt {log n+~ (z+~) +log log ( 1 + n~z)} 
(142) =-log rQ~~~t~I) +(z+~) (log N +0 +0 (~))-
I N I N I 
-2 I n+z +O I ln+zl2" 
n=l n-1 
Here O(I/N) denotes a function of N which is independent of z and which 
is at most of the same order of magnitude as N-1. The last term is 
according to (IIO), applied with q= 2, equal to O(I/Izi), uniformly inN. 
According to the sum formula of Euler 
The first term on the right hand side is log (N+z)-log (z+I). Applying 
the same argument as in the proof of (IIO) with q=3 we see that the last 
term is O(I/Izi2) =O(I/Izi), uniformly in N. Consequently the left hand 
side of (I42) is equal to 
-log ~~~!:)iJ; +log F(z+I)+(z+t) (o+o(~))+ 
+t log N ~z +!log (z+ I)+ 0 C! 1) 
uniformly in N. This tends for N--+ = to 
log F(z+ I) +C(z+ f)+ t log (z+ I) +0(1!1) 
which gives the required result (I40). 
The function 
(I43) e-Cz F(z) G(z) = F(z+ s/2) 
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satisfies therefore the order relation 
log G(z) = l C +OC !1), 
so that G(z) --+ el0 as jzj --+ oo. 
Now we shall prove that the function F(z) satisfies the functional 
relation 
(I44) F(z) _0 ( 1 ) F{z+1) = e log I+ z+1 · 
We have for each positive integer N 
(I45) 
N+1 ( 1 ) II n e<zH>In log I+--
;=1 n+; =(N+I)e.1.Nlog(I+ 1!z)' II n e<•+SI2>1"' log (I + ) 
.,_1 n+z+1 
where 
Passing in (I45) to the limit as N--+ oo we find (I44). The function G(z) 
defined in (I43) satisfies therefore the functional relation 
(I46) 
Denoting the right hand side of (I46) by I+ x(z) we obtain for each positive 
integer H 
H-1 
G(z){G(z+H) =II (I+x(z+h)). 
h-0 
We have seen above that G(z+H) tends to ei0 as H--+ oo, so that 
00 
G(z) = ei0 II (I +x(z+h)). 
h-0 
The function x(z) possesses in the sector -n+e<arg Z<n-e for large 
jzj an asymptotic expansion in which each term is a constant times z-11, 
where h is an integer ;;;. 2. According to theorem 8 the function 
00 
-I+ II (I+x(z+h)) 
h=O 
possesses an asymptotic expansion in which each term is a constant 
times z-11, where h is a positive integer. Consequently G(z) possesses an 
asymptotic expansion in which each term is a constant times z-11, where 
h is an integer ;;;. 0 and where the constant term is ei0 • Therefore G(z) 
possesses an asymptotic factorial expansion with exponent 0. It is possible 
to determine the coefficients occurring in this expansion by means of linear 
recurrence relations, but we obtain simpler recurrence relations by 
considering the function 
(147) f( ) = e-0• F(z) = F{z+ 3/2) G( ) 
z T(z+ 2) T(z+ 2) z ' 
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which, according to (146), satisfies the functional relation 
( I ) B<n> f(z)/f(z+ 1) = (z+2) log 1 + I+z ,._, ~' (- )n (z+3)(z+4) ~ .. (z+n+2) 
by (105) applied with z replaced by z+2. In this way we find for f(z) the 
asymptotic functional relation 
(148) f(z)/f(z+ 1) ""'~' (- )n B~n> 1po(z+3, n). 
n 
The functions r;.~z~a~}) and G(z) possess asymptotic factorial expansions 
respectively with exponent t and 0, so that their product f(z) possesses 
an asymptotic expansion with exponent i· Consequently 
e-Oz F(z) , 
F(z+ 2) = f(z) ""'~ am "''~t(z+2, m+s), 
where s=t and a0 =eto. 
To obtain linear recurrence relations between the coefficients am 
occurring in this expansion we notice that the functional relation (148) 
can be written as 
<po(z)f(z)+<p!(z+ 1)/(z+ 1) .-- 0, 
where 
<po(z) = 1 and <p1(z) .-- - ~' (- )n B)['> 1po(z+ 2, n). 
n 
In this way the functional relation satisfied by f(z) has the homogeneous 
form prescribed in (116), where 
1Xo= 0; 1X1= 1; <pz(z)= 0 (l=2, 3, ... ). 
The choice of the numbers v, 1X2, 1Xa, ... is irrelevant. 
Now we apply theorem 9 with 
,u = 1 ; u = 2 ; t = 0 ; Cr = 0 ( r ;;;. 0) ; v = 0 or l. 
Putting u-v=A., we find for each number A. and each integer r;;;.O the 
following linear relation between the coefficients a0 , a1, •.• 
049) ~ (-V-m{(J.-m-i) F(r+t) _r"i,m(J.-m+i) F(r+i) B<n>}a =O 
m<;;;r- 1 r-m F(m+i) n~o r-m-n F(m+n+i) n m 
if v= 0 and 
(150) ~ {(-A) F(r+i) -'I,m(-)n(-J.-n-1) F(r+i) B<n>}a =O 
m<;;;r- 1 r-m F(m+i) n~o r-m-n F(m+n+i) n m 
if v = l. Here a0 = el0 • In the case v = 0 the coefficients a1, a2, • • • are 
uniquely defined by the recurrence relations (149) (r=2, 3, ... ) and in 
the case v = 1 the coefficients a1, a2, . . . are uniquely defined by the 
recurrence relations (150) (r= 2, 3, ... ). 
Above we have applied formula (105) but of course we can also apply 
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the corresponding formula (106). Doing this we find that the function 
e-O•F(z) F(z+ 3/ 2) 
g(z) = F(z+1) = F(z+1) G(z) 
satisfies the functional relation 
g(z) ( 1 ) , Bl:'> 
g(z+1) = (z+ 1) log 1 + T+z "-' ~ z(z-1) ... (z+1-n)' 
hence 
g(z)- g(z+ 1) I' B~n> 1p1(z+ 1, n) "-' 0. 
?I 
The function g(z) possesses the asymptotic factorial expansion 
e-O•F(z) "' * 
F(z+ 1) = g(z) "";;am "PJ.t(z, n+s), 
where f-t=O or 1; s= -!and ari=el0 • 
Applying theorem 9 with 
f-t=O; u=O; t=O; Cr=O (r;;;..O); v=O or 1 
and putting u- v =A., we find for each number A. and each integer r;;;;. 0 the 
following linear relation between the coefficients ari, ai, ... 
I (-V-m{( J.) F(r-i) _•im(-)n(J.-n+I) F(r-i) B~">}a*=O 
m..;;r- 1 r-m F(m-t) n=O r-m-n F(m+n-!) m 
if v=O and 
I {(-J.-m+i) F(r-!) _ 'im (-.4-m-i) F(r-!-) B<n>} a*= 0 
m..;;r- 1 r-m F(m-t) n=O r-m-n F(m+n-!-) " m 
if v= 1. In this way we determine the asymptotic behavior of f(z) or g(z); 
therefore also of the original function F(z) itself. 
Section 14: On linear recurrence relations of bounded lengths. 
The purpose of this section is to show that under a general condition 
the numbers u and v can be chosen in such a way that the linear recurrence 
relation (117) have a bounded length. 
Up till now we have always assumed that the function f(z) satisfies a 
functional relation of the form (115), where the left hand side may consist 
of infinitely many terms. In this section however I restrict myself to the 
case that this left hand side consists of only a finite number of terms, say 
L + 1 where L denotes an integer ;;;;. 0. This means that we put tpz(z) = 0 
for each integer l>L. 
Theorem 19: Assume that there exists an integer L;;;.. 0 such that 
tpz(z)=O for each integer l>L; this implies by (113) that bzn=O for l>L 
and n ~ 0. Assume moreover for each integer l with 0 ;:£ l ;:£ L that it is possible 
to find an integer Nz~ -1 such that bzn= 0 for each integer n>Nz. Assume 
finally that f-t=V and that the numbers <Xo, lXI. •.• , lXL are integers. 
23 Series A 
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If we choose u and v in such a way that 
(151) (- )~' (u-v) = t+ M, where M =max (Nz- (- )~'lXz), 
O~l~L 
then for each integer r;;::;; 0 the linear recurrence relations ( 117) assume the form 
(152) "' (-)(1-,uHr·-m-nl ((-).Ucxz-n+M) F(r+s+t) a b =C 
£.. r-m-n F(m+n+s+t) m ln '' O~l~L 
m+n~r 
which has a length ~A, where 
A = M + max ( - )~' lXz. 
O~l~L 
If (120) holds, then the length of (152) is ~ A-l. 
Proof: In virtue of f-l = v formula ( 117) assumes for each integer 
r;;:;;O the form 
"' ( )'1-,u)(r-m-n) ((-).u (cxz+u-v) -n-t) F(r+s+t) b _ £.. - am ln - Cr. 
oo>:!o>:L r-m-n F(m+n+s+t) 
m+n-~r 
According to (151) we have 
(153) (- )~'(£Xz+u-v) -n-t= (- )~'lXz-n+M, 
so that (117) assumes the form (152). The right hand side of (153} is an 
integer which is 
~ (- )~'lXz-n+Nz- (- )~'lXz=Nz-n 
and therefore ;;::;; 0 for each choice of the integers l ~ 0 and n ~ 0 with 
bzn#O. In each term # 0 occurring on the left hand side of (152) we 
have therefore 
r-m-n ~ (- )~' £Xz-n+M, 
therefore certainly r-m~A, so that (152) involves only ar, ar-b ... , ar-A· 
Consequently the length of (152) is ~A. If (120) holds, then, as we have 
seen in theorem 11, formula (152) involves only ar-1, ar-2, ... , ar-A, so 
that in this case the length of ( 15 2) is ~ A - l. 
(To be continued) 
